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Abstract: Ductile crack growth in austenitic 316LN stainless steel weld joint
has been studied using FEA simulations with Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman
(GTN) damage model. The material specific GTN damage parameters are
assessed and calibrated based on coupled experimental and numerical
simulations for tensile and compact tension specimens. The influence of initial
crack tip at various locations across the weld thickness has been analysed using
CT geometry. The simulated results reveal that the crack propagates along the
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1

Introduction

Welding is a dominant method of metal joining process adopted in the fabrication of
pressure vessels and piping systems for thermal, nuclear and chemical industries. The fast
breeder reactor being commissioned at Kalpakkam involves a large number of weld
joints, and many components are fabricated from 316LN SS and welds. Weld joints are
prone to have flaws/defects due to expansion/shrinkage of weld metal (WM) (Kumar,
2014). Further, there is a significant plastic strain gradient observed in these welds arising
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from temperature gradient due to multiple passes in welding process (Vijayanand et al.,
2017; Muránsky et al., 2015). The fracture assessment of such welds is an essential
aspect of structural integrity assessment of the load-bearing structures.
Under small-scale yielding, the ductile tearing resistance of materials is
conventionally characterised by a J-resistance (JR) curve (Rice and Rosengren, 1968;
Hutchinson, 1968; Rice et al., 1973). The fracture resistance curves characterise the
material behaviour and represent the resistance to both stable and unstable crack
propagation of a loaded specimen under static boundary conditions. Fracture resistance
curves are defined using fracture parameters like K, J or CTOD and expressed as a
function of crack extension (Δa). J-Δa curve is plotted by conducting tests on fracture
specimens such as compact tension (CT) specimens using standard and constrained
methods (ASTM E1820-17). The present structural integrity assessment procedure for
pressure holding components targets at estimating the crack driving force and a measure
of fracture toughness for homogenous materials (Kumar et al., 1981; R6, 1998).
However, tests performed on various specimens with different geometries and loading
conditions revealed that different slopes in JR curve are possible for different geometries
(Clausmeyer et al., 1991), which raises the question of transferring fracture parameters
from specimens to components. It has been found that the JR curves are profoundly
influenced by crack tip stress fields (Schuler et al., 1994). JR curves of welded structures
are affected by the yield strength mismatch between base metal (BM) and WM and also
by the weld geometry (Kocak and Es-Souni, 1989; Kirk and Dodd’s, 1993; Michiba
et al., 1994). Thus, an important issue to consider in fracture assessment is the
incorporation of constraint effects and materials mismatch effects in the evaluation of
resistance to the crack propagation in cracked structures. In homogenous specimens, J-Q
and J-T two parameters analysis (O’Dowd and Shih, 1991, 1992; Williams, 1957) are
used to quantify the level of crack tip constraints. Similar to J-Q and J-T two parameters
analysis, a three-parameter analysis such as J-Q-M (Zhang et al., 1996, 1997a, 1997b)
and J-Tg-Tm (Betegón and Peñuelas, 2006) formulations for the crack tip stress field is
established. These formulations independently quantify the effects of strength mismatch
and weld width in weld joints.
To solve the issues on transferring the fracture parameters from specimens to
components and to incorporate the effects of material constraint, an alternative approach
for the fracture assessment is introduced which is based on continuum damage mechanics
(Chhibber et al., 2011). This local approach involves the simulation of crack growth
during failure, by using constitutive models developed based on the estimation of
microscopic rupture processes. Such approach aims at modelling the damage due to
ductile tearing in three stages:
1

nucleation

2

growth

3

coalescence of voids.

Thus, such models (also called micromechanical models) can consider the constraints
effects since stress state at a material failure point is accounted in the model. Hence, these
models capture the physical effects of constraints on fracture resistance implicitly. With
the increase in plastic strain, local degradation of material occurs, and material
completely loses its load bearing capacity leading to crack initiation and propagation.
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This phenomenon is characterised by a critical value of damage parameter Dc over a
characteristic length lc. The ductile failure process for porous materials is modelled using
well known micro-mechanical models such as Gurson (1977) model, and Rousselier’s
(1987) model. Both these models consider void volume fraction (VVF) f as an internal
variable of the material and introduce f in the yield function. Rousselier proposed the
continuum theory to model void growth alone; hence in practise, it is coupled with void
initiation model. Gurson (1977) model is one of the most powerful models and is
successfully used by many researchers around the world. This constitutive model
introduced by Gurson and modified by Tvergaard and Needleman (1984) consider void
initiation, growth, and coalescence with the increase in plastic strain. The required
micro-mechanical parameters are obtained from simple tensile tests of notched and
smooth specimens, the metallographic study of the tested specimens, and numerical
simulations trails based on experimental results of smooth, notched and CT specimens
(Samal et al., 2009).
GTN model (1984) has been widely used in simulating the ductile crack initiation and
crack growth studies of several specimens. Fracture resistance behaviour using GTN
model for different specimens (Østby et al., 2007), material interfaces (Nègre et al.,
2005), similar metal weld joints (Chhibber et al., 2011; Rakin et al., 2008; Nègre et al.,
2005) and dissimilar metal weld joints (DMWJ) (Wang et al., 2011; Qian Guo et al.,
2015) establish a good agreement with experimental findings. A method is proposed
(Chhibber et al., 2011) to find modified GTN parameters using numerical fitting
according to macroscopic fracture behaviour. This method involves experiments and
numerical analysis (called hybrid analysis) of smooth, notched and CT specimens of the
materials. This method can specify GTN parameters from a practical angle for the best
prediction of fracture process without having much knowledge of the microstructural
properties. This method is used (Wang et al., 2011) to perform the fracture study of the
DMWJ composed of four materials in the primary system of nuclear power plants. In
their study, the comparison between numerical and experimental results showing the
predictions made using GTN model on single edge notch specimen of different material
joints with different crack locations was performed and successful in matching
experiments. This approach of finding GTN model parameters using FEM numerical
simulation may need to be further correlated with more simulation and experimental
studies.
In this work, the finite element analysis based on GTN model is used to investigate
the ductile crack growth behaviour in CT specimens of AISI 316LN SS weld joints. In
this study, modified GTN model developed by Tvergaard and Needleman is used. The
present work is aimed to study the fracture behaviour of the 316LN SS weld joints. The
GTN model has been implemented in the Abaqus FEM software, and this FEM software
package is found more efficient (Giglio et al., 2013) and has excellent nonlinear solving
capabilities (Qian Guo et al., 2015) and hence this tool is widely used to simulate and
predict the ductile crack propagation. The study is structured in five sections. In the
introductory section, a brief idea on addressing transferability and material constraints
issues on fracture parameters using fracture mechanics and continuum damage models
are discussed. The details on the materials and specimen geometry, GTN model and its
parameters and FEM model are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 describes the simulation
results, including load vs. COD curves and path of the crack in the weld joint. A
discussion on the effect of different crack locations and J-Δa resistance curves are
provided in Section 4. Section 5 provides the conclusions of the present investigation.
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2

Numerical simulation procedures

2.1 Material and geometry of the weld joint
The material studied is the austenite stainless steel grade 316LN (316LN SS), used for
the primary and secondary sodium systems of prototype fast breeder reactor (PFBR).
316LN SS ensures freedom from sensitisation during welding and inter-granular
corrosion of the components and provides required material properties like high thermal
conductivity, low solidification temperature, elastic and plastic properties. Shield metal
arc welding is performed to fabricate 316LN SS weld joints. In this process, SS 316L
electrode sticks are used. Tensile specimens used for material properties testing are
extracted perpendicular to the weld seam. In this study, weldment material properties are
assumed to be isotropic.
Figure 1

(a) True stress and strain curves: BM and WM (b) CT specimen geometry and initial
crack location (see online version for colours)

The true stress vs. strain curves of BM and WM of 316LN SS are shown in Figure 1(a).
The CT specimen is used to study the fracture behaviour of 316LN SS weld joint. The
main dimensions of the CT specimen are shown in Figure 1(b), where the width W is 50
mm, thickness B is 14 mm, weld width is 14 mm. Size of the heat affected zone (HAZ) is
found to be less than 3 μm. Since the mechanical properties of HAZ and weld are
assumed to be similar (Ganesh Kumar et al., 2015) and HAZ is considered to be a part of
the weld zone.

2.2 GTN damage model and parameter estimations
Ductile fracture in metals is a result of void nucleation, growth and coalescence of the
existing and newly born microvoids due to loading. Unlike traditional plasticity models,
Gurson (1977) developed a microscopic yield criterion for homogenous, rigid plastic
material behaviour which considers ‘f’ as an internal variable and captures the
degradation of the load-bearing capacity of the material in the presence of porosity.
Modified Gurson model (also called GTN model) was developed by Tvergaard and
Needleman (1984) to model the interaction between voids and coalescence of voids
during the final stage of material failure. The modified GTN model consists of additional
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parameters (q1, q2, q3) and modified damage variable f*. The yield function of the GTN
model is shown below:

I (σ , f , σ )

2
σ eq
§3 σ ·
 2q1 f * .cosh ¨ q2 m ¸  1  q1 f *
σ
σ ¹
©2

2

0

(1)

with f* = f for f ≤ fc.
fc 

fu*  f c
f  f c for f ! f c
f f  fc

(2)

where σeq is the von Mises equivalent stress, σm is the hydrostatic stress and σ is the flow
strength of the matrix material which is a function of the accumulated plastic strain. The
constitutive model parameters q1, q2, and q3 are introduced to consider the interaction
between adjacent voids. These phenomenological-based parameters depend on the
elastic-plastic properties of the material like strain hardening exponent and the yield
stress. VVF (f) is the ratio of the volume of voids to the volume of the matrix material. f0
is the initial VVF of the material, and void nucleation happens when f reaches fN. Both f0
and fN parameters are determined based on the metallographic and fracture toughness
analysis. Other void nucleation parameters are mean strain at nucleation n and
corresponding standard deviation SN. GTN model considers f* over f to take into account
the gradual loss of stress carrying capacity of the material due to void coalescence. When
f reaches critical VVF fc, void coalescence happens in the materials, and material point
loses its load bearing capacity fully, and when f reaches final volume fraction fF or when
f * fu* fracture occurs, where fu* 1 q1 . Tvergaard and Needleman (1984) can be
referred to explore the equations of the GTN model further. The GTN model is available
in Abaqus explicit FEA and is widely used to simulate and predict the ductile fracture
process (Wang et al., 2011; Qian Guo et al., 2015).
Among nine parameters of the GTN model parameters, for medium strength steel,
GTN constitutive model parameters used by Faleskog et al. (1998) are q1 = 1.5, q2 = 1
and q3 = 2.25. Void nucleation parameters n = 0.3 and SN = 0.1 proposed by Kami et al.
(2015) have been used in most investigations, and these values are used in this study. The
damage parameters f0, fN, fc, and fF are typically evaluated by fitting numerical
simulations and experimental results. The GTN model parameters for 316LN SS (BM)
has been obtained from the literature (Wang et al., 2011). For welded 316LN SS,
numerous sets of f0, fN, and fF are tried in the simulation process to fit the experimental
material response of the tensile specimen and CT specimen. The experiments are carried
at IGCAR. Fracture test on CT specimen is performed concerning ASTM E1820. The
specimen is fatigue pre-cracked using the RUMUL machine. The fatigue crack tip is
placed in the weld. During pre-cracking, the crack growth is monitored using
magnification lens. The even growth on both sides is ensured by swap-over the specimen
intermittently. The direct current potential drop (DCPD) values are measured before and
after fatigue pre-cracking to validate visually observed crack growth in the specimen. The
experimental data of the welds used in this work is not stress relieved. Tensile specimen
and CT specimen are modelled using experiment specimen dimensions to perform FEA
and element mesh size is selected based on the distance between inclusions called
characteristic length (lc) for 316LN material (Besson et al., 2004). To start with, an initial
set of GTN damage parameters are set to BM 316LN SS. The influence of each
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parameter on the material behaviour of the specimen is studied. The influence of f0 is
high on the response of the material to GTN damage model. In the process of finding
GTN parameters like fN, fc, and fF, etc., for WM, it is considered to change one parameter
value each time and keep other GTN parameters unchanged. It is found that the simulated
material response is almost identical and hence GTN damage parameters are dependent
on each other (Chhibber et al., 2011). Hence various sets of fc and fN along with fF are
studied to match the material response of WM with experimental results of the tensile
specimen and CT specimen. The finally determined GTN damage model parameters for
BM and WM are listed in Table 1 and these parameters are used in the numerical
simulation of CT specimens in Section 3.
Table 1

GTN parameters of 316LN SS BM and WM

Materials

q1

q2

q3

f0

n

SN

fN

fc

fF

Base metal

1.5

1

2.25

1 u 10–6

0.3

0.1

0.0055

0.05

0.3

Weld metal

1.5

1

2.25

0.001

0.3

0.1

0.008

0.05

0.2

2.3 Finite element model of 316LN SS weld joint
Figure 2 shows the finite element model used in the analyses. Figure 2(a) shows the mesh
of the FE model and the loading, boundary conditions used in the analyses are shown in
Figure 2(b). Abaqus FEA explicit solver is used to perform finite element calculations,
and 2D plane strain elements with four-noded isoparametric formulation (CPE4R),
reduced integration and nonlinear geometry are used. Loading pin is constraint from
x-displacement and fixed end pin is constraint from x-displacement and y-displacement.
Displacement control loading is performed on each specimen with load line displacement
(LLD) movement equal to 9 mm which is applied at RP-1 as shown in Figure 2(b).
Figure 2

(a) Mesh for a CT specimen (b) Loading and boundary conditions on the CT specimen
(see online version for colours)

The actual crack growth path along the specimen thickness direction could not be
obtained by the 2D analysis. It is found that the rectangular mesh element with aspect
ratio equal to 2 (0.05 u 0.1) near the crack growth area can simulate stable crack growth
with reduced oscillations (Østby et al., 2007). Hence, the mesh size of aspect ratio 2 is
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maintained near the crack growth region. To understand the fracture behaviour of the
welded joints, three numerical models with different crack locations on the CT specimen
are used. All specimens have the same dimensions, the loading, and boundary conditions.
It is to be noted that the straight interfaces are used to model the weld interfaces in the
finite element models.

3

Numerical simulation results

3.1 316LN SS weld joint with a central crack in WM
The GTN parameters determined in the previous section are used to study the ductile
crack growth initiation and propagation of welded 316LN SS using CT specimen of
a/W = 0.5. The weld width is 14 mm with notch and pre-crack placed at the centre of the
weld. Crack opening displacement (COD) is the distance measured between the two
crack faces with an increase in applied displacement at the load pin as shown in
Figure 3(a). Figure 3(a) also shows the elements reached fF value near the crack front and
these elements (also called stress free elements) explains the crack propagation
phenomenon with applied displacement at the welded region using GTN damage model.
Figure 3

(a) Shows the crack propagation in the CT specimen when f reaches fF (b) Comparison
of experimental and simulated curves force vs. COD curves (see online version
for colours)

(a)

(b)

This phenomenon also gives us an easy way to calculate the change in crack length by
measuring the distance from initial crack tip to the current element which reaches fF. The
obtained load vs. COD is plotted and shown in Figure 3(b). Such numerically obtained
load vs. COD is compared with experimental results performed at IGCAR. This
comparison shows the elastic regions of the finite element curve and experimental curve
are identical and plastic region of curves are not quite identical. More numerical studies
and in-situ tests are required at several regions of the weld joints to predict the crack
growth resistance close to experiments. Such agreement in trend between the simulated
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and experimental results implies that the current set of GTN parameters for WM are
acceptable and can be used for further prediction. Hence the evaluated GTN parameters
are used for the further simulations on 316LN SS weld joints.

3.2 Ductile crack growth behaviour of weld joint with different crack locations
This part discusses the ductile crack behaviour of the weld joint with a/W = 0.5 for
different crack locations by observing the load vs. COD. It includes one central crack,
one interface crack and two near interface cracks. BM-WM interface means that the
initial crack lies at the interface of BM and WM as shown in Figure 4(a). BM-BM/WM
near interface crack means that the crack lies in BM and near to BM-WM interface and
WM-WM/BM near interface crack means that crack lies in the WM, and near to WM
WM-BM interface as shown in Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c) respectively.

3.2.1 Load vs. COD for different crack location
Specimens with different crack locations in the weld joint are shown in Figure 4. Load
vs. COD curves for different crack locations are plotted and compared with WM central
crack as shown in Figure 5. It is seen that the specimens with different crack locations
have different load vs. COD curves and for crack locations other than WM central crack,
have the very poor load-bearing capacity. The WM central crack is showing a stable
crack growth propagation when compared to other crack location specimens. When COD
at crack initiation obtained for different crack locations are compared, BM-WM interface
crack fails very early when compared to cracks at other locations and the BM-BM/WM
near interface crack shows failure much early than WM-WM/BM near interface crack.
Figure 4

Specimen with different crack locations, (a) BM-WM (b) BM-BM/WM
(c) WM-WM/BM

(a)

(b)

(c)

Different load vs. COD curves for the initial cracks at a different location in the weld
joint may be caused by the different mechanical properties of the materials and
mismatches in yield strength and plastic properties between different materials in the
joint. The mismatches cause the difference in local crack tip stress and strain distribution
between different materials and influences the local ductile damage and fracture process.
Such mismatch influences the crack growth behaviour, and asymmetric stress and strain
distribution at the crack tip can cause deviation in the crack growth path.
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Figure 5

Load vs. COD for different crack locations

Figure 6

COD vs. change in crack length s (Δa) for different crack locations

3.2.2 COD vs. Δa for different crack location
COD vs. change in crack length (Δa) for different crack locations are plotted and shown
in Figure 6. It is seen that different crack locations highly affect the crack growth path
and final crack length. It is also seen that crack initiation happens at different COD
values. BM-WM interface crack initiates at COD = 0.491 mm, and the crack length is
very high. Compared to other crack location, the reduction in the slope instigated by
BM-WM interface crack is high. For BM-BM/WM and WM-WM/BM near interface
cracks, initiation occurs at COD = 0.81 mm, COD = 1.17023 mm respectively and for
WM central crack, crack initiation occurs at COD = 0.94 mm.
From the graph, the slope and variation in crack growth of the WM-WM/BM near
interface crack are compared with WM central crack. It is observed that the slope of these
two specimens is not affected by the crack location. It is also seen that the crack path of
WM-WM/BM deviates from WM central crack. Such deviation happens when the crack
moves across the interface and starts growing inside the BM and hence had increased
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crack length Δa equal to 12.487 mm when compared to WM central crack whose crack
length Δa is 6.454 mm. The BM-BM/WM near interface crack growth length Δa is equal
to 9.307 mm. It is observed that crack tip deformation, damage and cracks path can be
investigated
to
examine
the
change
in
crack
length
(Δa)
and
load-bearing capacity for different crack location. Such observation is further
investigated and discussed in following Section 4.

4

Discussion

4.1 Crack tip deformation, damage and crack growth path of 316LN SS for
different crack locations
Crack tip deformation, damage and crack growth path are examined to explain the
difference in load vs. COD curves and COD vs. change in crack length (Δa) curves at
different crack locations. To examine crack tip deformation, damage and crack growth
path in the weld joint, the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) and VVF distributions at
different displacements levels are studied for the interface crack and near interface
cracks. Equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) is defined as the history dependent accumulated
plastic strain and its contours reflect the local plastic deformation at the crack tip. VVF
contours show the damage distribution in the materials with an increase in load.
LLD1 represents the displacement of load pins at crack initiation and LLD2 represents the
displacement of load pins when it is equal to 9 mm. Figure 7(a), 7(c) and 7(e) represent
PEEQ contours at LLD1 and Figure 7(b), 7(e) and 7(f) represent VVF contours at LLD2.
The PEEQ and VVF contours shown in Figure 7(a) and 7(b) correspond to BM-WM
interface crack at two different displacement levels. From Figure 7(a), it is seen that the
distribution of PEEQ is asymmetric ahead of the crack tip at LLD1 = 1.432 mm, and
when the displacement is increased to LLD2 it is found from Figure 7(b) that the crack
length Δa reaches 17.3 mm. The asymmetrical distribution of PEEQ and crack damage
induces the crack growth path to be strictly into the BM, nearly straight, and parallel
along the initial crack plane.
The distribution of PEEQ and VVF contours for the case of BM-BM/WM interface
cracks at two displacements levels are shown in Figure 7(c) and 7(d). The distribution of
PEEQ of the specimen is also asymmetric as shown in Figure 7(c), and plastic
deformation mainly occurs in the BM. Figure 7(d) shows that the damage and crack
growth also mainly takes place in the BM and the crack growth path is almost inside the
BM but did not cross the interface and into the WM. It is seen that when the displacement
is changed from LLD1 = 2.166 mm to LLD2, the crack growth Δa in BM-BM/WM
interface reaches 9.307 mm. The distribution of PEEQ and VVF contours for the case of
WM-WM/BM near interface crack at two different load level as shown in Figure 7(e) and
Figure 7(f). The distribution of PEEQ is also asymmetric, and plastic deformation tends
to develop towards BM as shown in Figure 7(e). Figure 7(f) shows that damage and crack
growth take place initially in the WM. When the displacement LLD1= 2.879 mm and
increases to LLD2, the crack growth length reaches 12.487 mm, and the crack growth
path crosses the interface and significantly deviates from WM into the BM causing
damage to the BM. Table 1 shows the value of fF for WM and BM to be 0.2 and 0.3
respectively, and Figure 7(f) shows the deviation of the crack path from WM to BM
when the value of fF changes from 0.2 to 0.3.
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Figure 7
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Shows the distribution of equivalent plastic strain and VVF for (a)–(b) BM-WM
interface crack (c)–(d) BM-BM/WM near interface crack (e)–(f) WM-WM/BM near
interface crack (see online version for colours)

The yield stress of the BM is 210 MPa, and the WM is 410 MPa. The above results show
that the crack tip deformation, damage, and crack path occur in the material with lower
yield stress between the two materials of the interface. Maximum stress triaxiality
observed at the crack tip also deviates crack path from the initial crack plane.
BM-BM/WM near interface crack shows the deviation of the crack plane from the initial
crack plane. Hence the interface crack and near interface crack growth of 316LN SS weld
joint always move along the maximum stress triaxiality and into a low yield stress
material.
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For interface crack, the damage happened only in the BM which is having low yield
stress, and specimen failed very early with maximum crack length and minimum plastic
deformation when compared to other crack locations. In WM central crack and
WM-WM/BM near interface crack, the crack propagates initially in the WM, and their
crack paths are identical. In WM-WM/BM, crack deviated into the BM of the interface
and hence has higher crack length compared to central crack with maximum plastic
deformation. In BM-BM/WM near interface crack, the crack path is into the BM and did
not cross the interface. Since the crack path deviates towards the interface, the crack
length is less when compared to BM-WM interface crack.

4.2 Comparison of J-Δa resistance curve of 316LN SS with other weld joints
In previous sections, we have done a detailed study on 316LN SS weld joint to predict
the crack propagation behaviour. Hence 316LN SS weld joint can be compared with
other weld joints to predict the applicability of different weld joints at various
requirements. To compare different material weld joints at elastic plastic regions, we
need to evaluate J-Δa resistance curves. J-Δa resistance curve represents the rate of
change of net potential energy with respect to crack advance for a material with an
elastic-plastic response. A brief description on evaluating J-Δa resistance curve is
included in Appendix 1 and is used to determine J-Δa resistance curve of 316LN SS weld
joint. This curve is compared with J-Δa resistance curve of SA 333 Gr.6 carbon steel,
SS 309L, SS L308 and S355L. SA 333 Gr.6 carbon steel is used in the primary heat
transport (PHT) piping of Indian pressurised heavy water reactor (PHWR), and
numerically evaluated resistance curve is taken from Chhibber et al. (2011). SS 309L is
an austenite stainless steel alloy used for its excellent oxidation resistance, creep
resistance and high-temperature strength as a buttering material. SS 308L is a weld filler
material which is ideal for welding types 304L, 321 and 347 stainless steel. Its
composition is similar to SS 308 except the carbon content is held at 0.03%. Such
composition reduces the possibility of intergranular carbide precipitation. Numerically
evaluated J-Δa resistance curve for SS 308L and SS 309L is taken from dissertation
report (Praveen Kumar, 2008). S355NL is a structural steel, and its weldments are used
widely in building the wind-powered tower tube or the floating support structures for
offshore wind turbines and its numerically evaluated resistance curve is taken from Tu et
al. (2012). In this paper, numerical evaluation of J-Δa resistance curve for all weld joints
is performed using experimental procedure specified in various versions of ASTM
E1820.
J-Δa resistance curves of weld joints made of 316LN SS, SA333 Gr.6, SS 309L, SS
308L and S355NL are compared and shown in Figure 8. The change in crack length (Δa)
is truncated to 2.5 mm to compare the J value at crack initiation and initial slope of J-Δa
between different material weld joints. From the graph, 316LN SS weld joint J value at
crack initiation and initial slope of the curve is nearly same as weld joint SA 333 Gr.6,
but the area under J-Δa resistance curve is high for 316LN SS weld joint. Hence energy
required to propagate crack to Δa = 2.5 mm is high for 316LN SS weld joint. Moreover,
SS 309L and SS 308L stainless steel material almost exhibit similar crack growth
resistance behaviour for a given change in crack length. From the graph, S355NL has
very less crack growth resistance. Hence from this study, the crack growth resistance of
316LN SS is higher than other material weld joints.
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Figure 8

5

Comparison of J-Δa resistance curves of 316LN SS and other similar metal welded
joints

Conclusions

A finite element analysis is performed on the CT specimen made of 316LN SS BM and
WMs to predict the specimen behaviour for various crack geometries in CT specimens.
Geometric parameters like different crack locations within the WM specimens are used to
predict and study the fracture behaviour of the weld joint. GTN damage model is used to
predict the material response in the numerical simulations.
GTN parameters for WM are found numerically from tensile and CT specimens and
verified with experimental results by comparing load vs. COD curves of CT specimen
with experimental results. This general agreement implies that the current set of GTN
parameters for WM can be used for further predictions. It is possible to have more than
one set of GTN damage parameters to predict the material behaviour of the weld joint
316LN SS.
Load vs. COD curves for the different crack location are compared, and it is seen that
crack behaviour is completely dependent on initial crack location along the width of the
weld and central crack is more stable compared to interface cracks and near interface
cracks. The crack lying at the interface is very unstable and grows fast with a small
change in loads when compared with near interface cracks and central cracks. Near
interface cracks deviate from the initial crack plane but cross the interface depending on
yield stress of both the materials at the interface. Therefore, it is concluded that interface
cracks tend to always grow into the soft material and near interface crack tends to lean
towards the soft material side following the maximum stress triaxiality and grows across
the interface and into the soft material.
The COD vs. change in crack length (Δa) curves for the different crack location is
compared to examine individual crack growth behaviour with applied loads. It is
observed that the interface crack has highest crack growth and the central crack has
minimum crack growth. By observing near interface crack propagation behaviour, crack
initiation also affects the change in crack length (Δa). It is also observed that
micromechanical model like GTN model is successful in predicting the fracture
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behaviour of the material weld joint by considering the local phenomenon happening at
the failure. Hence micromechanical models can provide more information about crack
initiation, crack growth path, failure of the specimen independent of the geometry and
loading constraints.
Different material weld joints are compared with 316LN SS using numerically
obtained J-Δa resistance curves evaluated using an experimental procedure to predict the
applicability for various requirements. The choice of material for weld joint is highly
dependent on the application. The fracture toughness observed in 316LN SS is very high
and hence this material is chosen as a primary material in designing nuclear power plants.
Better procedures like energy domain integral (Shih et al., 1986; Moran and Shih, 1987)
and virtual crack extension methodologies (DeLorenzi, 1982) can be used to evaluate
fracture toughness of the welded specimens using FEM analysis. Such procedures can be
used to construct fracture resistance curves and compared with numerically evaluated
fracture resistance curves using ASTM procedures to observe differences between the
curves, if any.
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Appendix 1
The J-integral can be evaluated numerically along a contour surrounding the crack tip for
both linear and nonlinear problems. DeLorenzi (1982) formulated the virtual crack
extension approach in terms of finite element stiffness and displacements matrices and by
considering the energy release rate of a continuum. The energy domain integral
methodology formulated by Shih et al. (1986) and Moran and Shih (1987) is also used to
numerically evaluate J-integral. This approach is very similar to the virtual crack
extension method. In this study, an experimental testing procedure in ASTM E1820-17 is
used to evaluate J-integral and J-Δa resistance curve for 316LN SS. Since resistance
curves of the weld joints taken from the literature are using similar procedure to compare
with ASTM experiments, a similar procedure is implemented to find resistance curve of
316LN SS to compare it with other material weld joints.
For determining J-Δa resistance curve, finite element models are loaded at different
displacements levels. From FE model and analysis, the parameters like crack length (a),
peak load (P), the plastic area under the force vs. LLD (Apl), the plastic part of
load-line displacement (LLD) (v), ligament length (b) are determined. The width (W) of
the specimen is 50 mm. The initial crack length and ligament size is 25 mm. Concerning
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ASTM E1820-17, single-specimen test procedure, and formulas for CT specimen are
used to determine the crack growth resistance curve (J-Δa curve) using different sets of
loading points and corresponding crack lengths.
The formulas used for evaluating J values at corresponding simulation step i are
given below:
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where the η(i–1) = 2.0 + 0.522 b(i–1) / W, γ(i–1) = 1.0 + 0.76 b(i–1) / W, b(i–1) is the ligament
size at point (i – 1) and is calculated as the difference between specimen width (W) and
crack size a(i–1) at load simulation step i. K(i) is stress intensity factor calculated using
equation (A1), - is Poisson’s ratio, E is Young’s modulus of the material. The a(i) – a(i–1)
is the increment in crack length between two constant displacement points (i) and (i – 1)
as shown in Figure A1. The Apl(i) – Apl(i–1) is the increment of plastic area under the force
versus LLD records.
Figure A1

Shows the definition of area (Apl) for J calculation, peak load (P), plastic part of
LLD (vpl), simulation step (i)
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Table A1

Values evaluated for each event (i)
P[N]

v[mm]

a[mm]

Δa[mm]

K [MPa-m1/2]

J [KJ/m2]

1

40,619

2.450

25.465

0.465

129.004

621.019

2

42,297

3.652

25.910

0.910

138.172

954.455

Event (i)

3

44,118

4.551

26.319

1.319

147.975

1,227.678

4

43,527.1

5.030

26.708

1.708

149.777

1,369.713

5

44,298.9

5.709

27.309

2.309

158.721

1,576.840

6

43,326.4

6.552

28.113

3.113

164.170

1,840.354

7

42,597.2

7.861

29.099

4.099

173.411

2,234.359

From the load vs. LLD, find the plastic area, Apl(i) under load vs. LLD, peak load (P(i))
and the plastic part of LLD (v(i)) as shown in Figure A1. Change in crack length (Δai) at
each displacement point is the distance as the projection of the actual crack growth path
down to the initial crack plane for simulation step i. Table A1 shows the value of peak
load (P), the plastic part of LLD (v), current crack extension length (a), change in crack
length (Δa), stress intensity (K), J-integral (J) at different displacement events. The
evaluated data is used to plot J-Δa resistance curve for 316LN SS.

